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The superconductive properties of the disorderad superconductors, such
as homogeneous aaorphoua alloys and subtttltutional alloys have teen studied for
a, long tl»e Il-U]. The amorphous non-transition superconductors sbow an increase
of transition temperature (T ) end the strong-coupling behaviour revealed by an
enlarged ratio 2i /kg? . Bovever, for transition metals and alloys, experiments
have not shorn the consistent enhancement of Tc [ l ] . Theoretical treatment of
electron-phonon (E-P) interaction and T in a disordered metal i s usually based
on the free-electron model. As the d-eleetrons play the most important role In
the superconductive properties of transition metals (TM), i t seems to be appropriate
to develop a method based on the tight-binding approximation to calculate the
E-P matrix element for the disordered transition metals. With this method as a
feasis the experimental T data of the amorphous TH superconductors are reanalysed. Filially, some relevant comments on the superconductivity of the disordered materials are given.
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MODEL AHD CALCULATION OK E-P MATRIX EtHHEBT

u

We deal with the disordered solid* which are supposed to be "statically"
perturbed crystal lattices [2]. The position of the nucleus of the J-th atom
in real space is represented by R< and the random variables ( 6 E j) which are
the small deviations of the atomic positions from a presumed regular periodic
atomic sites (Rj), are given by a Gaussian distribution with the root-meansquare "static" deviation of atomic positions from their presumed equilibrium
lattice positions represented by 6. The statistically translations! invariance
vaa taken in the sense that the Gaussian distribution is preserved periodically

from cell to cell. For the aaie of simplicity, the unpertur'bed lattice was
considered to be a simple cubic l a t t i c e . Under the tight-binding approximation
it is natural to use the assumption of rigid d-functlon. Besides, for small

J

atf and *{S

R ^

- Kj t

in a Taylor series and., retained only terns to the order linear

- u ) , including the cross terms of the "static" deviation and

(2)

where
2.

t and J + « B lyint on the lattice axis

*>

J

SR. .
J ,K

is the k-th component of 4R , u. , is the i-th component of
j
3,1

"i * j i. is t n e: k-th component of the gradient of J! , , which means

the i-th component of the gradient

J

, , their values are all evaluated at

the equilibrium site of the unperturbed crystal,

q

is the Slater Coefficient

describing the exponential, e x p C - q r ) , decrease of the d function.
For the simple model of the amorphous metal mentioned above, the
momentum of electrons.may still be a fairly good quantum number, at least in
the long wavelength range.
assumed

Besides, following the discussion in [6], we have

u, «exp(i(q . H? - tut)) in calculating the E-P matrix of the dis-

ordered metal.

Because of the smallness of S, the following average procedure

has been used,
(3)

6 and small "lattice vave" displacements u., i t seems to be appropriate to
auppose that the well-localized d-functions remain quasiorthogonal. Introducing
a* as the operator creating the electron in the s t a t e jd(r - Rj - «Bj - Uj)>,
we can extend the Hubbard Hsmiltonian t o describe t h e perturbed l a t t i c e , i . e . ,

where

<>

BeanB the average over the Gaussian distribution.

obtained the square of the E-P matrix element as follows,

H

(1)

-2-1-

We finally

Aoeording t o tbs -rlevpalnt, or SJCA, I t vaa

where

J
a

= 2 £ , J ' and J . is the k-th derivative of (VJ) , When
8=1 a,ia,k
a

t » 0 the formula ( M reduces to Barisie's results [5].
Clearly, the term with the factor * k i _ K _ e

tHat Lindeamnn' s

formula [9) for (SjL may also be applied t o our disordered model with the
hiadeaaaa'a constant deterttined 'by the experimental Detye te&pereture of the
smorpfccMM P.d alloy [lOj (see taWe l ) , v i t a the atomic volume (fl), ataaie
weight and the melting, temperature Ci^) offcfcecorresponding crTntalp taken
frcat [11] ve obtained (ffV. for the amorphous hi TM. Then making use Of
McMillan's formula, ve finally calculated the transition temperature of the
amorphous ltd elements which i s consistent with experimental curve as shown in
Fig. 1.

*•• the electron-phonon process

Table 1
in which the conservation of momentum betveen the electrons and the phonona must
be obeyed.

The term without the factor

i. , . _ is the additional electronMaterials

phonon process which does not

conserve the momentum.

® n of crystal
state (K)

@

n

of amorphous

state (K)

The first term inaide

the first bracket on the right-hand side of (It) denotes the usual electronPd [11]

283 ± 16

257"

Pd

0.T75 S i 0.l65

£90

£52

Cu

0.06

phonon process due to the lattice vibration of a periodic crystal and the
second term in the same bracket mean* an additional term in the perturbed cyrstal,
which was obtained in the limit

kfl « 1, i.e. in the long wavelength range.

It is Important to stress that the factor

exp[-(k-k')ZS2]

in the term of the

[l0]

momentum conservative processes corresponds physically to the degradation of the
coherent part of electrons and phonons into the incoherent part of them.
•

This value vas calculated in this paper with
a

3.

of the amorphous Fd alloy [10].

was determined to be 128. T from

ANALYSIS OF T OF THE AMORPHOUS TM SUPERCONDUCTORS

The electron-phonon matrix elements calculated in the preceding section
are rather complicated due t o the momentum non-conservative process. However,
when we analysed the experimental T aata of the disordered Ud transition
metal films [ l ] I t vas found that these experimental data can be interpreted
quantitatively in the limit 4 + 0, i . e . the quasi-crystal approximation (<JCA).
In this case, the original Bar!sic formula [5] may be used,

It.

THE RELEVAHT COMMENTS

Under the tight-binding approximation ve have shown in section 2, 3
that the momentum non-conservative E-P proeesB still exists in the disordered
transition metals just like in the disordered simple metals [2]. However, it
turned out to be a good enough approximation to explain the experimental T c
data of the amorphous TM in the limit

4 + 0 in vhich the momentum non-conservative

process has a negligible effect on superconductivity.

where E represents the contribution of the tight-binding d-electrons to the
cohesive energy which has been calculated by [7] for the crystals of 3d and ltd
TM. As veil-known, the cohesive energy i s only weakly dependent on the crystal
structure IB], i t i s reasonable to suppose that the theoretical data calculated
by [7] can be used in the QCA model for calculating n.

dominant factors resulting in the regular variation of
TM series.

Tfi across the amorphous

In view of the above mentioned fact we take the view that there is

not much potentiality for increasing

T c by using the amorphous TM alloys,
-It-

-3-

Therefore, the smearing

of the electronic density of states and the softening of phonons are 3till the

In an article written by us [12] we proposed a principle of "the
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